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INTRODUCTION 

For the last half century there has been deep and practical interest in using 
accelerators for the production of secondary neutrons. These neutrons can 
induce all kinds of activation processes. Nearly two decades ago, extended 
studies were carried out in North America using high-energy proton beams 
( £ - 1 GeV) for what is called «Electrical- or Accelerator-Breeding» [1 ]. 
Afterwards, Vassilkov, Goldanski and Orlov published a very systematic 
theoretical paper [2 ]. Furthermore, Bakhmutin et al. [3 ] reported on 
experimental results obtained with an extended iron-target irradiated with 
high-energy protons. In 1991, with increasing interest in the problem of nuclear 
transmutation of long-lived radioactive wastes from nuclear power reactors, a 
workshop was held in Obninsk (Russia) [4 ], and K.D.Tolstov suggested a very 
interesting idea to introduce a relativistic heavy ion accelerator into the cycle of 
nuclear power generation for many purposes, some of them are [5 J: 

1. Generation of electric power in a subcritical nuclear assembly coupled to 
a relativistic heavy ion accelerator. Such a nuclear power station cannot go 
beyond control due to an uncontrolled increase in energy production. Power 
output could be over a range of (10—500) MW (electr.), depending on the safety 
margin the system operates below a «neutron multiplication factor» к (effective) 
of < 1.000. 

2. Transmutation of long-lived radioactive wastes. In this case, consider
able research and development will be needed before sufficiently large neutron 
fluxes can be obtained as will be discussed below. 

In addition, Tolstov and coworkers [6] carried out some pilot experiments 
as follows: As shown in Fig. la, a rather massive Pb-target 0.5 0.5 0.8 m3 in 
size was irradiated with several types of relativistic heavy ions from the 
Synchrophasotron at the Laboratory of High Energies (LHE), JINR (Dubna). 
They used 8 GeV protons, and H, He, С beams each having an energy of 3.6 
GeV/u. The inside of 2.3 tn Pb-target had some holes containing small samples 
of appr. 1 g uranium metal. These uranium samples were centrally aligned along 
the beam axis. Then the 238U(n, y) reaction was studied through the 

239 
determination of the yield of Np. The results are given in Fig.lb. The units 
on the ordinate are (atoms 239Np produced) per (IgU-detector) per (single heavy 
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Fig.la. The very massive I'b-
target (0.5x0.5*0.8 m3), 
irradiated with 3.65 GcV/u 
ions from the Synchro
phasotron, JINR, Dubna |6 | 

Fig. l b . Results for the 
breeding of 2 3 9Np in the very 
massive Pb-target ( f ig . la) , as 
determined along the central 
beam axis. Open circles: 
3.65 GeV/u l 2 C , closed 
circles: 3.65 GeV *He, open 
triangle: 3.65 GcV/u 2 I I , 
closed triangles: 8 GeV '11. For 
4He. 2 H and M l , the calcula
tions of Y agree with the 
experiment. For 1 2C, the 
calculations (T) are below the 
experiments (E) , as shown by 
the hatched area 

Fig.lc. More-than-calculatcd-
breeding (possibility) of 234Np 
as seen in Fig. 1 b. Here we show 
a «cut» along the line 7 . -35 cm 
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ion). This unit is strictly defined for the given empirical conditions. 
239 

Nevertheless, one could calculate the production rates of Np and obtain 
generally a fine agreement between experiment and theory. With only one 
exception (Fig.lb): The experimental production rates of Np for 44 GeV ' С 
were larger than the calculated ones. This is demonstrated in Fig.lc. A «cut» 
along the Z = 35 cm line in Fig.lb is given here. We show the relative breeding 

239 
rate of Np as a function of the mass of the relativistic heavy ion (with a 
constant specific energy of 3.65 GeV/u). One can observe a linear correlation 
between these two parameters for H and He. However, for C-ions we 
observe a discrepancy between experimental and theoretical (n, y) rates. This 
descrepancy is (60±30) %. Such an effect is interesting, but not yet significant. 
We come back to this observation later. 

The American authors have investigated rather similar systems. Bowman et 
al. [7 ] published a very systematic theoretical study on «Nuclear Energy 
Generation and Waste Transmutation Using an Accelerator-Driven Intense 
Thermal Neutron Source». These authors base their study on the use of an 
accelerator for approximately 1 GeV protons. They could show that one would 
need thermal neutron sources of an intensity of approx. 10 neutrons/s cm 
before obtaining substantial transmutation rates of radioactive wastes. Quite 
recently, Carminati et al. have presented rather similar ideas in their paper on 
«An Energy Amplifier for Cleaner and Inexhaustible Nuclear Energy 
Production Driven by a Particle Beam Accelerator» [8 ]. It is not the intention of 
this article to comment on the statements found in Reference 8. But it appears 
useful to point out that Refs. 2—5, as quoted in this article, contain quite 
interesting aspects of the work concerned, even it they are not quoted in Ref.8. 

The authors of this contribution wanted to present some results of 
experiments studying the neutron generation in extended targets irradiated 
with relativistic ions at Dubna. A «Preliminary Note» of our work has already 
been published [9 ] giving the results for (n, y) studies using La-detectors. In 
this article we give the additional results of studies using U-detectors and of 
some auxiliary experiments using solid state nuclear track detectors for the 
studying hadron-induced fission reactions in the Au-detectors. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

We used an extended Cu-target in contact with a paraffin moderator and 
irradiated it with 12C-ions at two different relativistic energies. In the paraffin 
moderator we activated small samples of La and U. The choice of Cu as a target 
was motivated by radiochemical experiments using various Cu-target 
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I-ig.2. Drawing of the experimental apparatus: a copper rod ( 0 - 8 cm, 1-21.7 cm) 
is covered on its top with paraffin, having a thickness of 6 cm in the center. This 
paraffin block contains tiny holes filled with (LaCI3-7H20) and ( U 0 3 H 2 0 ) 
samples. The position X, 9 cm downstream the beam entrance into the copper rod, 
.narks the place, where the auxiliary exposure of a thin Au-layer on mica is carried 
out on the surface of the copper. Here we study the fission of Au as registered in a 
solid state nuclear track detector 

configurations exposed to different relativistic beams f 10—16 ]. The most signi
ficant experiments were carried out with relativistic C-bcams. In this paper we 
want to test the suggestion of Refs.13 and 15: The «breeding rates» of (n, y) 
products in such experiments should increase stronger between 22 and 44 GeV 

С than could be calculated theoretically. 
Our experimental set-up is shown in Fig.2. A Cu-rod was irradiated axially 

with well-focused external beams at the Synchrophasotron, LHE, JINR (Dub-
na) for some extended periods of time. We used a 44 GeV I2C-beam for 14.7 
hours yielding in total 1.03-1012 ions. This was followed by irradiation with a 22 
GcV 12C-beam for 11.3 hours yielding in total 5.9-1011 ions. The beam 
intensity was rather stable during the irradiations. 

The target, relevant for the experiment reported here, consisted of a 
copper-rod, 8 cm in diameter, 21.7 cm long. The front-plate 2 cm thick was 
taken off the target after the 44 GeV irradiation and replaced by a new one for 
the 22 GeV run. The beam-diameter was smaller for 44 GeV than for 22 GcV ' 2C. 
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Fig.3. The beam profiles at 22 GeV and 44 GeV as observed with nuclear emulsions 

To measure the profile of the beam, emulsion films (MP 20^) were placed 
in front of and behind the Cu-target for perpendicular irradiations. 

The measurements were done with and without the target. For measuring 
the beam profile a densitymeter (Macbett TR-924) was used. The integral 
intensity of the beam for the irradiation of the films was 1 • 108 ' С ions. The 
beam profiles for the 22 and 44 GeV carbon beams are given in Fig.3. We used 
the projection of the beam density on the X and Y axes. 

The copper rod was covered on top with a paraffin block, (-CH,-) , 
intended to moderate the emitted secondary neutrons. The thickness of the 
paraffin amounted to 6 cm, the width of the block being 15 cm (Fig.2). Twelve 
holes, as shown in Fig.2, were bored into the top layer of the moderator. Small 
holes were filled with samples of approximately 1 g La (as LaCL 7H,0) or 1 g 
U (as U03" H20). The following reactions were induced by secondary neutrons 
in these samples: 

139La(*,y)140La* f 
40.2h' ( I ) 
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235 
U + и —-* 2 fission fragments + neutrons + energy (3) 

(here we measured only Те and Ba as fission fragments) 
After the irradiation, some samples (front Cu 2 cm thick, 6 La samples, and 

6 U samples obtained at each energy) were transported to the Kemchcmic, 
University of Marburg (Germany) and counted there. The counting started 

12 

appr. 60 hours after the end of the 44 GeV С irradiation and appr. 47 hours 
after the end of the 22 GeV ' С irradiation. As we used rather depleted 

235 
uranium activation detectors (0.4% U) and started counting the gamma-
activity of fission fragments rather late, we can report only marginal results on 

T I C 

the reaction (3) ( ' U + n -» fission) for lack of activity. Otherwise, the 
gamma-counting procedure and data handling are state-of-the-art 
radiochemistry as reported in Refs.l 1 and 12. 

In addition we present the results for an auxiliary experiment using solid 
state nuclear track detectors: A thin Au-layer (appr. 1 mg/cm ) evaporated onto 
mica (2-2 cm ) was placed in direct contact with the outside of the Cu rod 
(position X in Fig.2). There Au was exposed to all secondary hadrons leaving 
the Cu rod 9 cm downstream. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

1. Measurement of a Heavy Ion Flux 

A heavy ion flux has been measured at the Synchrophasotron in the stand
ard way using electronic counters. The uncertainty in the total flux was less 
than 3%. If the flux measurement for the 22 GeV ' С experiments is compared 
with that for the 44 GeV 12C experiment, the uncertainty in the ratio of the two 
total ion fluxes is 4%, as one uses the same apparatus in both cases. Then we 
measured the 24Na-activity radiochemically (via the 1369 keV gamma line) in 
the 2 cm thick front Cu-plate and obtained the following activity ratio S( Na). 
The statistical uncertainty in this ratio includes only the uncertainty of the 
radiochemical activity measurements. The variation of the heavy ion flux during 
the irradiation has been taken care of in the conventional mathematical manner. 
The heavy ion flux is given in particles per unit time; HIF(44) and HIF(22) are 
the heavy ion fluxes at 44 GeV and 22 GeV, respectively 
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5(24Na) =- Л ° ° ( 4 4 G c V ' 2 c + C u -* 24Na+X) / HIF(44) ^ t 2 1 ^ Q Q 3 
meas. л°°(22 GeV12C+Cu - 24Na+A-) / HIF(22) 

A°° arc radiochemical "equilibrium" decay rates, to be defined later. The cross-
sections for both monitor reactions are known as follows: 

a(44GeV 1 2C + Cu -* 24Na + X) = (12.3+1.8) mb (Ref.11) 

a(18.5GeV , 2C + Cu -* 24Na + X) = (9.7+1.0) mb (Ref.17). 

The ratio for the monitor cross-sections agrees remarkably well with the 
experimentally determined S( Na) . This gives evidence that the 
rediochemical monitor cross-section ratio yields results for the heavy ion flux 
ratio consistent with the measurements at the Synchrophasotron. We decided to 
use in subsequent calculations only the C-flux measurements and their 
uncertainties as obtained by conventional beam measurements using on-line 
electronic counters. 

Additionally, we also measured the long-lived nuclide Na(7\ ,_= 2.6 a) in 

the two 1 cm thick Cu-disks and obtained the same activity ratio S( Na) as 

for the isotope 2 4 Na(7 1 / 2 = 15 h). 

2. Measurement of a Np-Activities 

As can be seen in Fig.2, we have 12 small plastic vials, half of them 
containing uranium. The vials were numbered and aligned along the 21.7 cm 
beam axis. Their gamma-activity was measured on the top of a calibrated HPGe 
(High Purity Germanium) detector for several days until the Np activity 
(T.,j = 56 h) had decayed. The spectrum analysis was quite straightforward as 

the decay of Np was dominant for the uranium activation detector. For our 
analysis we used the 277.6 keV gamma line (a branching ratio of 14.1% in 
239Np-decay) and the 209.8 keV gamma line (a branching ratio of 3.2%). At 
first we determined in each sample individually the decay rate at the end of 
bombardment, A b (i). Then we collected all 6 vials, exposed at one C-energy, 
counted their activity together and obtained the corresponding value for 
A . (coll.). We analysed the results twofold. 
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3. Analysis of Individual U-Samples: 

After having obtained A . (i) for each sample i, one took the total 

irradiation time and calculated the so-called «equilibrium» decay rate of Np 
theoretically obtained after an infinite irradiation time of sample i: 

A°°(™Np).. 
The result was used to calculate an «experimental production rate» В 

defined in a self-evident manner as follows: 

_ (number of Np-atoms formed) 
exp. ~ (1 g U-detector) • (single heavy ion)' 

The results are given in Fig.4. The absolute numbers are rather similar to 
those shown in Fig. 1. But this may be accidental as we have used copper as a 
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Fig.5 The ratio Y, for the reactions | 3 ,1л <п, у) and 238U (и, у). 
Details are given within the figure and text 

target plus moderator instead of lead. The production rate of Np was measured 
on the surface of a copper-plus-paraffin target as compared to the center of a 
pure metallic Pb-larget (Ref.6). The parameter В introduced by Voronko et 
al. |61 is a strictly empirical parameter specified in each experiment for 

a) a given nuclear reaction induced by secondary neutrons; 
b) a well-defined experimental set-upas shown in Fig.la or Fig.2; 
c) for a given particle and its energy such as 44 GeV (or 22 GeV) C. 
The uncertainty in the values of В (Fig.3) is about 15% and essentially due 

to uncertainties in the counting efficiencies. A strong decrease of the «edge» 
values of В (vials numbered 1;7 and 6; 12) appears to be not connected with any 
fundamental aspect of this work. But it can merely reflect that these plastic vials 
were placed very close to the edge of the large paraffin block (appr. 17 mm from 
this edge) and did not experience a rather large «neutron sea» within the center 
of the paraffin block. 

In addition, it seems interesting to compare the values of A°° obtained for U-
or La-activation detectors within the same position of this paraffin block, but 
exposed to 44 GeV or 22 GeV carbon beams. The results for the ratio Y are 
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shown in Fig.5 for U- and La-activation detectors. The value of Y is measured as 
follows: 

y = A~(i) I HIF(44) 
1 A°°(i+b) I HIF(22) ' 

HIF(44), HIF(22) are the ion fluxes at 44 GeV and 22 GcV, respectively. 
This flux is measured in ions/hour. 

The given uncertainties are caused by the uncertainties in the ratio of heavy 
ion fluxes (4%) and in the activity ratios ((3—4) %). 

It is interesting to note that the two independent (n, y)-reactions studied 
with our system give rather similar results for Y. However, the Np-production 
appears to yield slightly larger values of Y. The comparison with theory will be 
given below. 

4. Analysis of Combined U-samples for Np, Ba and Те Activities 

When we measure all 6 U-vials exposed at one energy simultaneously on the 
HPGc detector, we obtain results for combined activities. Now one can compare 
the activity ratios at 44 GeV and 22 GeV as follows: 

23„ 2 ^ _ 6 ( 2 3 9 N P ) / HIF(44) 
/?(239Np) = " „ D = 2.30±0.12, 

2 C 2 ( 2 3 9NP) / HIF(22) 

HIF(44) and HIFQ2) are the heavy ion fluxes at 44 GeV and 22 GeV, 
respectively. 

The reasons for uncertainty in this value of RC Np) have already been 
given. Fig.6 shows the increase in this value of R from 22 GeV (normalized to R 
= 1.000) up to 44 GeV for La- and U-activation detectors. 

In this paper we can only present marginal results on fission studies in 
uranium (reaction (3)) due to a low activity of fission fragments in the samples 
studied. The results for Я(140Ва) and /?(132Te) are: 

E < ft(14°Ba) / HIF(44) 
Я(140Ва) = * ' ~ 6 \ M — = 2.0+0.3, 

2 ^_ 1 2 ( 1 4 0 Ba) /HIF(22} 

132 2 лГ- 6( 1 3 2 т е) > H I F<4 4) 
R( , 32Te) = — — ' ,-- = 2.0+0.3. 

2 ^7_12( Те) / HIF(22) 
The uncertainties in these values are essentially due to those in the counting 

rates, i.e. the 487 kcV gamma line for 140Ba and the 772 keV gamma line for Те. 
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Fig.6. R-values for 44 GeV as compared to 22 GeV 12C-ions 
(normalization). The numbers stand for the following experiments: 

l . ' "La (n,y) M0La* -£*; R-1.97±0.10, 

2. 235U (n, f) u 0Ba* -^»; R - 2.0±0.3, 

3. 228U (л, y) 239U* -^* 239Np* -^»; R - 2.30±0.12, 
4. Au + (ha^rons, E > 30 MeV) -» fission; R - 2.32±0.17. 
Details are described in the text. (THE) stands for theoretical 
estimation; R - 1 .68+0.08 

In addition, we have calculated the values of В averaged for all six vials at one 
energy for the production of one fission fragment, Ba, in our set-up. We can 
expect that uranium is exposed to a somewhat thermalized neutron flux: 

D /IT 140т, ч /Л1_1_лл\ in-5 atoms Ba 
*exP(u "* Ba)44GeV = ( 4 2 ± 0- 6>" 1 0 (1 g U)-(single heavy ion) 

В (U 
expv 

I40r n,\ _ / 9 1+пчч i n - 5 atoms Ba 
Ba>22GeV " ^ • 1 - U ^ , | U (1 g UV(single heavy ion) 
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The results for the fission fragment 132Te arc rather similar. As we know 
that the branching ratio for 140Ba in thermal neutron induced fission is 6.2%, 
we calculate the values of В for fission in «our» uranium as follows: 

В (U •* fission).,,_ v = (6.9+1.0)-10""4 77— / 1 S S ' ° " r-^r 
cxpy -44GeV v > (1 g |J) • (single heavy ion) 

В (U •* fission)™ v = (3.3±0.5)-10 - 4
 T.— , f i s s i , ° " — 

expv •'22GeV ^ > (1 g U)-(single heavy ion) 

Now we compare these values of В with those of Fig.4, i.e., for the 

reaction 238U (n, y). We find the value of В for the production of 239Np larger 
235 

than for the reaction U(n, / ) . 

В (U -» 2 3 9Np). .„ v e*Pv ^44GeV _ j 7 ± Q 3 

5 e x p ( U - f i s s i o n ) 4 4 G e V 

and 

В (U -» 2 3 9 N p ) „ r v e*PV ^22GeV = j 5 ± Q 3 
B e x p ( U - f i s s i o n ) 2 2 G e V 

Funally, we took an uranium sample (the same as that used in all the 
experiments of this paper) and exposed it in a thermal column of a research 
reactor for 2 minutes to a flux of thermal neutrons of 7 10 n/cm s. We 
analysed the y-activrty in the same manner as above and found: 

В (U -* 239Np) ,. . 
В (U ^ fi si 1 = 2.09±0.07. 

exp^ 'n — thermal 

This shows, that the neutron spectra inducing (n, y)- and (n, /)-reactions 
in our target are shown to be close to the neutron-spectrum in a thermal column 
of a research reactor (i.e., TRIGA, Institute fur Kernchemie, Mainz, 
Germany), but the neutron spectra are not identical. This result shows that we 
need improved experimental and theoretical considerations before complete un
derstanding the system studied here. But we have considered the publication of 
the marginal values of В (U -» fission) to be essential as these results arc the 

0 exp 
first of this kind ever published. The results cannot be found in Rcf.6. 
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5. Results on the Auxiliary Experimental Using Solid State Nuclear 
Track Detectors (SSNTD's) in Fission Studies of Gold 

The mica detector (2-2 cm ) covered with appr. 1 mg/cm Au was exposed 
to a secondary hadron beam emitted from the surface of the Cu-rod 9 cm 
downstream the beam entrance (Fig.2). It is well known that Au is fissioning 
only with medium energy hadrons (protons, alpha, neutrons, etc.) above appr. 
30 McV 118 |. Consequently, our auxiliary target is a tool to measure the flux of 
medium energy hadrons emitted at the position X in Fig.2. Au-fission fragments 
are emitted into mica, where they can be revealed as single tracks after the end 
of bombardment by proper etching (20% H,F2 for 30 min.). Then one can 

determine the track density on the mica surface using an optical microscope. 
The results are given in the table: 

"C-beam energy 
GeV 

44 

22 

track-density / 
on mica ( ± 2 % ) 

(cm"2) 

1.17 104 

0 4 2 104 

target thickness T 
mg/cm2 ( ± 3 % ) 

0.83 

1.20 

beam intensity II 
I0 , 2 ions ( ± 3 % ) 

1.03 

0.59 

relative track 
density 

W=l/T В 104 

( ± 5 % ) 

1 37 

0 5 9 

The relative track density ratio at the two carbon energies equal to 

*(Au •* fission) = ^ 2 2 G e V ) = 2 3 2 ± 0 1 7 -

is again in agreement with the preceding values for U-detectors. 

6. Model Estimation on the Observed R Values, Including the Study 
of Effects Due to Different Beam Profiles 

Recently a computer program has been developed to calculate the 
propagation of relativistic heavy ions and all their secondary fragments through 
a rather massive target as shown in Fig.2 (19]. Using this program, one can 
calculate the entire neutron flux generated in the massive copper rod. The main 
purpose of our study here (using the above-mentioned Monte Carlo codes) is to 
count the number of neutrons inside the moderator volume as it is volume the 
radiochemical detectors are located in. The process of Np generation in 
uranium detectors.as well as 140La production in lanthanum detectors is strongly 
dependent on the neutron spectrum especially at energies far below 14 MeV. 
Thus, wc have considered both the overall neutron flux and the neutron flux 
below 14 MeV. (Our program did not allow calculating the actual neutron flux 
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I-'ig.7. Neutron spcclra of secondary neutrons emitted from the cylindrical surface of 
the copper target rod as shown in Pig. 2 

below 1 MeV down to thermal energies.) The calculations have been performed 
for incident carbon ions at 44 GeV and 22 GeV, respectively. This beam profile 
was considered as shown in Fig.3, it is wider along the vertical axis as compared 
to the horizontal axis and wider again for 22 GeV as compared to 44 GcV. In 
order to take this properly into account, we investigated the neutron emission 
into a ±45° sector (as compared to the central vertical plane) in our detection 
system (Fig.2). We studied two kinds of neutron emission spectra: one for the 
entire target, the other for the ±45° top sector. For our calculation we 
considered the entire Cu-target to be surrounded by a 6 cm thick cylindrical 
moderator (-CFL-) . The resulting neutron spectrum emitted from the entire 
Cu-target is shown in Fig.7. One can see easily, that the shapes of both neutron 
spectra are identical for 22 GeV and 44 GeV — within the limits of their 
statistical accuracy. As only low energy neutrons (E < 14 MeV) are of any 
practical importance, we consider the ratio of neutrons with 0 < E < 14 MeV 
emitted from the Cu-target as being equivalent to the calculated ratio of (n, y) 
products, as follows: 
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_ (neutrons generated with 44 GeV) _ 
theoretical "~ (neutrons generated with 22 GeV) _ 

The uncertainty in this number is 2% due to the limitations of the available 
computers. As the calculated influence of the beam profile on ^ theore t icai for the 
±45 "top sector is less than 5%, we assign a 5% uncertainty to the estimated 

theoretical v a , u e a n d 0 b t a i n f i n a , , y 

R,h , , = 1.68 ±0.08. 
theoretical 

Now one can consider this result in other words: The intensity of the 
neutron flux (as shown in Fig.7), i.e. the integral number of neutrons emitted 
from the cylindrical surface of the copper rod increases only by (68±8) % when 
the С ion energy doubles from 22 to 44 GeV. This should only lead to 
(68±8)% increase in the R values, as shown in Fig.6. It is interesting to note 
that the experimental R value in Fig.6, is up to (37±9)% larger than the 
calculated value. 

This increase of R values at 44 GeV С beyond theoretical calculations can 
be explained by anomalies observed in relativistic heavy ion interactions above 
a total energy of appr. (30—35) GeV. Such anomalies are described in Refs. 
10—16. In these articles we described radiochemical experiments using various 
Cu target configurations exposed to different relativistic heavy ion beams. Much 
of the time was spent studying the production of Na(Ty2 = 15 h) from copper 

targets, and the anomalies observed were an excess of Na production over 
theoretical estimates under certain well-defined experimental conditions. 

After having carried out further experiments we will be able elucidate this 
point in future publications. 

7. Summary and Outlook 

Our experiments confirm the results of the preceding experiments and 
considerations from Russia (Refs.5,6) as follows: 

1. The production of secondary neutrons in extended metallic targets 
irradiated with relativistic heavy ions is quite remarkable. The rates for the 
production of (n, y) products, as measured in the reaction 

238U(„, y) 2 3 V X 2 3 9 N P ' X are very high. 
2. We observe (at 44 GeV) 12C production rates for 239Np due to (n, y) 

reactions which are (37 ±9) % more than our theoretical estimations. 
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And the thing w: want to mention: 
When rather extended uranium targets (say: larger than appr. 1 ton U) arc 

irradiated with relativistic heavy ions, one must watch out for the extent of the 
generated neutrons. Such a system may emit more secondary neutrons than one 
can reasonably estimate. Let us consider an example 
— 1 ton uranium irradiated with 
— 1012 ions/s heavy ions (A-200) with E-100 GeV/u 
— and a fission energy of 160 MeV, a specific heat of uranium (0.03 cal/g), and 
— the Np-production rates equal to the fission rates (such an assumption is 
conservative as the fission rate will be larger than the (л, у) rate within the cen
ter of a metallic block, possibly by orders of magnitude): 

239 
(atoms Np) _ (fission events) _ 
( i g U ) ( i H . i . ) " (lg U ) ( i H . I . ) - ° 5 ' 

(1 H.I.) stands for: «single heavy ion». 
This value is a linear extrapolation of the values observed in a Pb-largct [6 I 

(see Fig. 1). Then the heat of the uranium block increases through fission energy 
alone by 0. ГС/second. This is a non-trivial number. Considering the enhanced 
production of secondary neutrons over theoretical estimates, this increase may 
be even larger. As we have absolutely no information what this «enhancement-
effect» could amount to quantitatively, we must say that the irradiation of 
extended uranium targets with very heavy ions of very high energy is a non-
trivial issue. 

But, of course, such an experiment can be carried out even under these 
conditions quite safely: One should study the production of fission fragments 
and Np from uranium in an extended uranium target at first at low beam 
intensities, for example, 10 ions/second, then slowly increasing the intensity 
and determining experimentally to what beam intensity such a system could 
operate safely. 
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